
Where to stay
The city has long had its fair share of uniform 
high-end business accommodation, but the  
sector here has transformed since the arrival of 
the W Santiago Hotel in 2009. The latest addition 
is the exquisite Hotel Magnolia, located in the  
El Centro neighbourhood – the perfect base  
from which to explore the city after work, with 
the hip Lastarria and Bellas Artes neighbourhoods 
a mere 10-minute walk away. 

This beautiful 1929 mansion – originally  
the home of Doña Ana Zegers Garcia Huidobro, 
daughter of Chilean politician Julio Zegers 
Samaniego – served as a venue for intellectual 
debates. The interiors hold a sense of the 
building’s chatterati past, mixing modern  
design with heritage pieces – antique armoires 
share space with industrial light fittings. As well 
as the elegant restaurant and bar, there is also  
a library with a long oak table for communal 
working, a gym, two meeting rooms and a 
rooftop bar providing spectacular views of the 
city. The 42 guest rooms, decorated in neutral 
tones, are generous and airy. Furnished with  
huge feather beds and deep sofas, they are the 
perfect refuge after a busy day. 

Where to eat
The capital has experienced a culinary revolution 
in the past two years. With a burst of new  
players, the restaurant scene has changed from 
quiet and traditional to lively and dynamic.  
Hotel Magnolia’s own restaurant epitomises this  
trend, specialising in seasonal Chilean cuisine. 

Dishes include conger eel soup and Patagonian 
lamb in carménère wine sauce. Elsewhere in  
the city try Carolina Bazán’s Ambrosia, for a 
combination of local produce and French flair,  
and the mysterious Restaurante 040, owned by 
elBulli-trained Spanish chef Sergio Barroso. The 
latter is tiny and has a no-photos rule. Whether 
you choose its vegetarian or omnivore taster 
menu, 040 offers gastro theatre at its finest.

What to see
Each of Santiago’s neighbourhoods has a unique 
personality, making the city a wonderful place to 
explore on foot. Take in the views from Cerro San 
Cristóbal, trace the ancient roots of Chilean culture 
at Museo Chileno de Arte Precolombino or view 
the collection of Picassos and Mirós at Museo de la 
Solidaridad Salvador Allende. 

Also worth visiting is La Chascona – the 
hideaway that poet Pablo Neruda used in the 
early 1950s for trysts with his mistress and future 
wife, Matilde Urritia – but book a day in advance. 
And don’t forget to try the ceviche, best washed 
down with a pisco, in the bustling Mercado 
Central. Be warned: the portions are enormous. 

Etiquette and customs
Chileans are extremely hospitable, with an 
eagerness to make both leisure and business 
travellers feel at home. There’s a strong work ethic  
– many people put in a six-day week – and there 
can still be a formality in business networking: 
introductions, through banks or financial services 
firms, are sometimes a necessary prelude. 

Don’t be affronted if someone stops you  
in full flow during a meeting – Chileans see 
interruptions as a way of showing interest. If a 
meeting goes well, be prepared for handshakes to 
be followed by hugs and even kisses.

For the flight
Chile’s most famous modern export is author 
Isabel Allende, first cousin once removed of 
ex-president Salvatore Allende, who died in 1973 
during the bloody coup led by Augusto Pinochet.  
In her third memoir, 2003’s My Invented Country, 
she shares deep insights about her homeland. 

Chile’s extraordinary landscape has been the 
backdrop for some blockbuster films, including 
The Motorcycle Diaries and Quantum of Solace. 
The 33, starring Antonio Banderas, tells of the  
2010 copper mine collapse. If you’re interested in 
new Chilean cinema, check out the work of Andrés 
Wood, the hottest filmmaker of the moment.

Eccentric, energetic and eclectic, Chile’s capital city is a lively 
entrepreneurial metropolis with enviable food and art scenes
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Getting there 
BA serves Santiago from 
London Gatwick four times a 
week, while Iberia flies there 
via Madrid nine times a week.  
For great rates on flights and 
hotels, book through Journey 
Latin America. The operator 
can arrange transfers and  
also organise additional trips 
elsewhere in Chile and more 
widely in South America.

Links 
 journeylatinamerica.co.uk
 britishairways.com
 iberia.com
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Top: Carolina Bazán,  
head chef at Ambrosia;  

below: Hotel Magnolia’s 
striking frontage and its 

communal work space; 
bottom: Mapuche statues  

at Museo Chileno de  
Arte Precolombino 
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